Quick Start Guide

Nurse Call Box Battery Replacement

Remove all 4 Screws

With a Phillips screwdriver and
remove the top piece.

If Adhered

To a foam piece, use an
object, such as a screwdriver,
to score along each side of the
battery, reducing the amount
of contact to the adhesive
surface. Then try to pull the
battery out again, repeat until
the battery is removed.

Once Removed

To Remove Battery

Flip the nurse call box top
over to expose the inner
workings. The battery is
located at the top.

Hold the nurse call box top still
while pulling on the battery.
If not easily removed the battery
might be adhered to a foam piece.

Recycle

Remove the Foam Piece

The old battery at your local
recycling center.

By carefully peeling it off.

If there is no piece of foam you may
skip this step.
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Quick Start Guide

Nurse Call Box Battery Replacement Continued

Insert New Battery

A new Lithium battery will be
inserted in the same location
with the positive side facing
to the left. This is easy to
remember due to the plus
located above the battery slot.

Place the Piece of Foam

Horizontally right above the
raised surface in the center of
the call box bottom. Leave the
protective film on the exposed
side of the foam.

A Piece of Thick Foam

On the Thick Foam Piece

Will need to be placed on the
nurse call box bottom piece to
help secure the battery.

Remove one side’s protective
film to expose the adhesive.

If your call box already has a thick
piece of foam attached to the bottom
piece you may skip the following
steps with the red border.

Double Check

Replace the Top

That the string assembly is
properly threaded before
replacing the Nurse Call Box
top.

Onto the bottom section and
secure with the 4 screws.

Please Note

An Alkaline AA Battery will Not Work

Even though the battery is similar in size to an alkaline AA battery it is a 3.6-volt Lithium battery.
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